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(57) Abstract: Curtain wall (1) comprising mullion profiles (5), transom profiles 
(14) and panels (4), wherein the mullion profiles (5) extend vertically, with the 
transom profiles (14) being fixed at right angles to the mullion profiles (5), wherein 
the transom profiles (14) and the profile profiles (5) define rectangular openings, 
wherein the panels (4) are placed in said openings to close these openings, charac
terized in that the (panels (4) are secured by means of first glazing beads (34), that 
are attached to a said mullion profile (5) by means of first attachment aids (36), 
wherein the first attachment aids (36) and said mullion profiles (5) are designed to 
attach the first attachment aids (36) to a said mullion profile (5), wherein the first 
attachment aids (36) and the first glazing beads (34) are designed to snap the first 
glazing beads (34) onto the first attachment aids (36).
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Curtain wall.
The present invention relates to a curtain wall.

5 This is a structure comprising of mu 11ion profiles and transom profiles in which panels# usually glass panels# but cloned pends axe also possible, are placed to form a non-load-bearing outer wall.
10 A disadvantage of the known curtain walls is that the mullion profiles and transom profiles are designed in such a way that construction must be done from the outside >
15 An example of such a known curtain, wall is described in OS 3.081«84S, the mullions and transoms being constructed from, an inner profile on the inside of the curtain wall and from an outside profile on the cutside 20 thereof# with the outer profile being snapped along rhe outside of the curtain wall and the panels with their side edges being fitted between the two profiles with the aid of seals.
25 Other examples ate known from OS 4.750.132 and OPS 57.130036 in which glaring beads must be hooked together with their seals in an inner profile in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the facade, before the panels can be placed along the outside of the facade and 30 secured by means of an cuter profile that is snapped or screwed into place.
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An installation from the outside is not only a disadvantage, but it is in no way technically similar to a facade system mountable from the inside, Both execution S techniques haw virtually no similarities*
This fact is not related to the knowledge that an installation at certain heights is not only complex, but requires scaffolding or suspended working platforms and 10 is dangerous for the persons who perform this work and for those who might pass under it*
x^n installation of the panels from the inside would be much easier and safer because there are floors at regular IS intervals.
However, there is a problem in this that glaring beads, which are necessary to secure a panel firmly against the mullion profiles and ths transom profiles# arc not easily 20 applied.
The patent application W 2003/0226324 describes a curtain wall system# wherein the applicant claims that this system la suitable for installing and replacing the 25 panels both from the outside and from the inside of the curtain wall if necessary, However, this is not possible without certain parts of the mullions and transoms being disassembled to provide enough room to rotate the panels from che inside of the curtain wall without having the 30 panels'' upper or lower side edge collide with an inner wall of the transoms.
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installation of single and double glased glass .for thepanels#sea led
5 between rubber seals and in the case of a single

,<accomodated by one of the aforementioned seals attachedto a glaring .bead# wherein the glaring bead, and this seal# are first hooked, together .in a mullion profile or 10 in transom profile and. then rotated in with force.
Mounting the glaring beads in such a way Is net only difficult# but also contains the risk c-f damage to the panels >IS The object of the invention is to provide a and to thisor mereprofiles# one or more transom profiles oneor more the one
one or more transom profiles are attached perpendicularto the one or -more mullion profiles# wherein the one or more transom profiles and the one or more mullion25 profiles define rectangular openings# wherein the one nr more panels .are positioned in said openings to close these openings# wherein the panels are fitted with theirside edges in a rabbet of the -mullion profiles and thetransom profiles with the aid of seals and wherein the30 rabbets in the mullions have a fixed indivisible widthand the one or more panels along the inside of the
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curtain w11 are fixed in the mullien profiles by seans of the first glaring beads, thede glazing heads being made of a rigid material and provided with ah aforementioned seal and attached to a said mullion 5 profile by means of the first attachment aids, wherein the first attachment aids and the one or more of said mullion profiles are designed to attach the first attachment aids, preferably by a snapping system, to a said mullion profile, wherein ths first attachment aids IG and the first glazing bead are designed to snap the first glaring beads onto the first mounting aids in a direction parallel to the plane of the panel (4) in question.
In this way, the first glazing beads can be easily 15 attached, simply by sliding them past a mounted panel and snapping them into place from the inside of the curtain wall. This allows the panels to bo fitted from the inside.

20 This also allows greater freedom in the design of the mullion profiles, because the placement possibility for first glazing beads is already provided. The first attachment aids can already be attached prior to the installation of a panel, while a glazing bead can only 25 be installed later, thus limiting the connection possibilities of a .glazing bead directly to a mullion profile.
Also, connection points for the first glaring beads

3Q directly to the mullion profiles may be undesirable toprevent other technical problems, for example related to
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5
waterproofing or a construction process of a frame structure of mullion profiles and transom profiles. Thanks to the first attachment aids, first glazing beads for can still be used without connection points, that would otherwise be necessary.
Preferably, the first attachment aids are made of plastic and the first glazing beads are made of aluminium.
Thanks to plastic first attachment aids, costs can be saved on the relatively expensive aluminium.
In yet another preferred embodiment, the first attachment aids and the one or more said mullion profiles are adapted to snap the first attachment aids onto a said mullion section in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the panel in question, wherein the first attachment aids and the first glazing beads are arranged to snap the first glazing beads onto the first attachment aids in a direction parallel to the plane of the panel in question.
In yet another preferred embodiment, the first attachment aids are profiles extending over only a portion of the length of the first glazing beads.
In yet another preferred embodiment, each of the first glazing beads are secured to a mullion profile by a minimum of two first attachment aids, that are placed some distance apart.
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abl:y, tho: distdhdp petwOO Oft /first attachment aids: is: between 3<0:0: and: 1/200 mim,

ifdfdtaibly:. Ws t/t thd fiidt' OBaOfydnd -aids: :1s::5 bet.wen: 2:0' and: 15/Θ: ti®.
in yet· a nother pref* etbodiment,: the one or more ofsaid mul lie>n... /profiias: :and: ■the first: glazing beads i.ateair a nged in /such, :a w•ay that the first glazing beads riastacalnsfc the. /mullion ’p/roiiie with thei,r side facing asj/ayfrom the panel iff pestisift
In a preferred embodiment ,·. tehe one or more panels: .are secured by means of second glazing beads attached to a IS said transom profile by means of second attachment aids, wherein the second attachment aids and the one or more of said transom profiles are designed to be able to attach the second attachment aids to a said transom profile, wherein the second attachment aids and the 20 second glazing beads are designed to be able to snap the second glaring beads onto the second attachment aids.
The advantages mentioned in connection with the first glazing beads and the mullion profiles are therefore 25 also applicable ter the. transom. profile.s and the second: glazing beads .
The mullion profiles and. transom profiles are preferably composite profiles, each of which is composed out of two 30 o:t fieri:® which f not: heeeh'dd'hi-lfy': fyide bfthe same material·.
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In a still another preferred embodiment, a barrier for water is provided at the fixing points of the transom profiles on the mullion profiles, wherein the barrier is :5 adapted to. divert, this water to a said transom profile, wherein the transom profiles are dapted to drain this water to the: exterior of the· curtain wall.
Here, the exterior of the curtain wall is the side exposed 10 to atmospheric influences.
The advantage is that the mullion profiles do not need to be equipped with water drains, but that any infiltration water in the curtain wall can be evacuated for each facade plane 15 separately, as opposed to traditional curtain walls, where infiltration water is collected and drained across multiple facade planes .
This also results in a vertical and horizontal sealing 20 of the mullion profiles for each panel, so that any possible water leak can be assigned with certainty to a prdblt.8i with ^respect- to th® piacement of that particular: panel or the mullion profiles or transom profiles around that particular panel: and llnding" end. allying a problem: 25 is ;hus much easier.
White in the: traditional· curtain.: wail·® water is: leh sfrpm: the transom profiles to the mullion profiles and drained from there, the curtain wall according to the invention 30 is designed to guide water from each panel separately from the mullion profiles to the transom profiles and to drain the water therefrom.
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PreXwably,· the transom? profiles are 4esigne4 to drain said wat-er to the outside of the curtain wall, because the transom profiles, or a different profile attached to 5 the transom profiles, such as for example a glass frame, are equipped with water drainage openings on the outside, wherein these drainage openings are located at a distance from the mullion profiles. Preferably this distance is between 10 and 300 mm.10 In a further preferred embodiment, the transom profiles are designed in such a way that the section of the t»scni ?pr:g:files: "to ? which; ?sa?i:d water is "diver te?cfe :repositioned horizontally or slanting to the outside, IS wherein the transom profiles comprise a sub-profile madein one piece; the sub-profile being part of said secLionto ■which· /said?· water is: : diverted and wh<3 rein the sub-ptbfild 1-s "p'feyided· with' an upriqnt edge on the inside•of said section.
Thtj section is made of a single puece of aluminium and?1S therefore waterproof. Thanks to tne upright edge,inward leakage is prevented, even if a small amount of water should come onto the transom profiles, as long as 25 this amount does not rise above the edge.
In a still another preferred embodiment, the barriers are formed by flexible plastic or rubber seals, wherein the seals are placed on ends of the transom profiles and 30 wherein the shapes of the mullion profiles and the seals are adapted to each other to achieve a watertight
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In a further preferred embodiment, a seal is provided each of the tw ends of the transom profiles, whereinleast one. se a Itson thea
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In yet another preferred embodiment, the seals comprise a flat end wall that is perpendicular to the profile direction of the transom profiles, wherein the end wall is completely closed in the profile direction of the transom profiles and the end wall is resting against a mullion profile.
This prevents any infiltration water from flowing past the seals and seeping downwards.
In a further preferred embodiment, the curtain wall comprises mullion profiles, transom profiles and one or more panels, wherein the mullion profiles are provided on each side with a groove for clamping the side edge of a panel, wherein the grooves have an access opening, wherein the access opening has a first dimension in horizontal direction, wherein the transom profiles in the horizontal direction and at right angles to the profile direction of the transom profiles have a second dimension, wherein the second dimension is larger than the first dimension, wherein the transom profiles in a non-horizontal direction at right angles to the profile direction have a third dimension, wherein the third dimension is smaller than the first dimension, so that the ends of the transom profiles fit through the access opening, in a rotated state of the transom profiles in which the direction of the third dimension is horizontal.
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In this embodiment, the mullion profiles are made of a single piece or of multiple connected non-detachable suh-proflies.
5 Such a curtain wall is aasy to build from the inside without requiring many actions, because the aforementioned features allow the transom profiles to bn placed in a groove around, their longitudinal axis, and then simply get their desired orientation by rotation 10 and to be fixed in the grooves,

In yet another preferred embodiment, one or more walls of the grooves are provided with a recess in which a section of the transom profiles is located, wherein the 15 transom profiles is supported vertically bv a bottom edge of said recess.
This is an easy way to attach the transom profiles to the mullion profiles without requiring further 20 attachments. In addition, such a suspension allows the transom profiles to have some play in their profile direction, which is desirable to accommodate stress in the curtain wall.

25 In yet another preferred embodiment, the transom profiles are f-profilea, with a first vertleal leg directing upward and located on the inside of the transom profile, a second vertical leg directing downward and located on the outside of the transom profile, and a 30 horizontal spacer section between the first and the second leg.
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?Ddh? to-· t?hia? dOdical? 1?eg-d, id?f f 1eleht: rigidity 1?©b?tafned7 while: the? hori, zon t?al. space?!: s?eet-ion al/low?sufficient spade to inst?;all a panel above the:: transop r <? f i 1 e .Indeed, due -to this constructipn /of the transoms-, thopenings fcy. the 'panels defined by the mullions anddhripoms: in O in, wall ate ?shff indent Id- latgd tb enable the installation of the panels from the inside of the? eawa® wall?;
10 In this embodiment, a panel that is to be installed is, for example, first placed slantingly with respect to the plane of the curtain wall opposite a said opening and in this slanting position, with a side edge in a deep rabbet 15 of one of the two adjoining mullion posts, after which the panel,, with this side edge as a pivot point, is rotated into the opening to then be shifted sideways until both side edges of the panel are fitted in a rabbet. After- that, the glazing heeds can easily be 20 snapped into place as described.

Due to the .shape of the transoms without a downwardly direoted leg? Oh? the ins-ide of the curtain 'wall, there: lh 
■shf f/idi-dht: shad®· between ?th-p· ttatOs :in the opentrig -in: 25 the vertical direction on the inside of the curtain wall
■to ? al low- a panel: th rdtat.e into: plate wl-thout: -it: colliding with a top ox lower edge againsr a transom.
In ,y®d another preferred, embodiments the transom? 30 profiles are provided with an undercut groove which runs•in the prof ile :di?E?ect?io?n and, ?w?ith? ?a?: :1:00/ i?n:sert?ed:: IB, r'he?
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undercut groovef wherein the mullion orefiles have a aeeond groove for receiving the end of eaid rod projecting out from the undercut groove, thereby blocking any rotational movement of the transom profiles .
Such an arrangement prevents the transom profiles from being detached from the transom profiles by rotation.
In a still another preferred embodiment, said grooves on the different sides of the mullion profiles have a di f f a rant d ept h.
This also allows the panels to be placed from the inside by shuffling a panel into the deepest groove,, then shifting it into the desired orientation and thenshuffling it towards the shallow groove4
In yet another preferred embodiment, the mullion profiles and the transom profiles are composite profiles, each composed of two or more sub-proflies, wherein the sub-proflies are not necessarily made of the same material.

for example byan d 1 n ne r s u b - p r o f 11 e fplastic profiles.
Preferably the panels are glass panels.
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With the intention of better showing the characteristics of the invention, a preferred configuration according to the present invention is described hereinafter by way of an example, without any limiting nature, with reference to the 5 accompanying drawings, whsrein;
figure 1 schematically represents an outer view of a curtain wall according to the invention;figures 2 and 3 schematically represent a cross

10 sectionalview of the curtain wall of figure 1 taken along line II-XX, in which parts are omitted for clarity's sake in both figures;figure 4 schematically represents a cross-section of 15 the curtain wall of figure 1 along line IV-IV;figure 5 schematically represents a cross-section of the curtain wall of figure 1 along line V-V;figure 6 schematically represents a part of the curtain wall of figure 1 and shows a step in the
20 manufacturing procedure of the curtain wall offigure 1;figure 7 schematically represents the result of the step of figure 6 in a view according to F7;· figure 8 schematically represents a part of the 
25 curtain wall of figure 1 and shows a step in themanufacturing process of the curtain wall of figure 1;figures 9 and 10 schematically show parts of the curtain wall of figure 1 in perspective;
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figure 11 schematically shows a next step in the rfiahdfagtpnirig ptggefp pi ihh; cW.:fain Na LI. pf: figure 1 in perspective;figure 12 schematically represents in cross-section5 N:©· ftguft '5 A next step in -themauuddcturdhg process of the cur tain nail, of figure 1;<figures 13: arid IT? ^scheOil gaily:: represent ;fn side view, and top- view, respectively, a next step in the 10 manufacturing procedure of the curtain wall offigure 1,7 andfigures 15 and 16, schematically represent in side view, and top view respectively, a next step in the manufacturing procedure cf tne curtain wall of 15 /figure /!*<
The curtain wall 1 shown in figures 1 to 5 consists of a structure of vertical mullions 2 between which horizontal transoms 3 are attached. In the openings 20 formed by the mullions 2 and the transoms 3, panels are placed, in this example^ but not necessarily, glass panels 4, which are seated with their edges in the mullions 2 and the transoms 3.

25 The mullions 2 are formed by mullion profiles 5 with a width Bl of 56 Wt. The mullion profiles 5 are shown separately in a cross-sectional view in figure 6,.
The vertical mullion profiles 5 consist of four sub-

30 profiles, namely an aluminium tubular sub-profile 6 on the inside, an aluminium sub-profile 7 on the outside
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and two plastic insulation profiles 8. These four subprofiles 6r 7, 8 are assembled into a monolithic entity by means of rolling, i.e. mechanical deformation of lips on the aluminium sub-profiles 6, 7 to clamp the plastic 5 profiles 8.
T he- :-ikuIlion prof 1 les 5 have ?a lateral und*3tout 'groove onboth sides, namely a deep lateral groove 9 on one side,in ffigures 2 and 3 on the right side, and a shallowgrbo've 10 on the oth<Bt: side. Toe deep la.teral groove ?9Les a depth DI of 28 mm, and the shallow 1a toral g roove9: ria?S: a? depth si o?f 1 4 ram.
Both grooves 9 and 10 serve as a rabbet 11 for tie side 15 edges of th·©: panels 4«. Tie access opening 12 of fie lateral grooves 3, 10 has a horizontal dimension, which is 54 mi wide:·. Tip BaKlBum? horizontal dimehilbii bf the lateral grooves 9, 10 is approximately 76 mm.

20/ Tie pub^prpflies 7 aid :8 of tie ?mulli?g:n:: prof iles ::5 are lnsepar?ably? connected to each other?, which meats that 'they tahhbt ?be?. uhobuplecL f?fbm hath other' without oausing i?rf ewer?aible ?:dama9:h?:i This·? meats that: the: -gyb-dyes?? 9 and 10 cannot be opened without damage and thus that 25 the width Al of the access opening 12 is a fixed size.At the bottom 9f and 10’ of the two lateral grooves 9, :10 a narrow :s:e®id groove 1:3 ?i?s :p?rovi:d?e:d.
The transoms <3 a?r.e mainly· <fg?r?bed:: ?b:y? t:tb:h?s?pm 'pib?f ilea?: 14?: :30 onto which an .aluminium glazing beads 1.5 are attached to;the outside of the curtain -wall 1. The transom prof! .les
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14 are shown separately in a cross-sectional view in figure S>
The transom profiles 14 are 0-shaped profiles, having a first vertical leg 10 cn the inside# a second vertical leg 17 cn the outside and a section 18 between both legs 16# 17.
The transom profiles 14 have a total height Hl of 56 mm and a horizontal dimension A3 of 64 mm«
It is important to note that in a slanting direction# deviating approximately from the horiaontaldirection# the transom profiles 14 have a much smaller dimension A4 of about 34 mm as shown in figure S.
The transom profiles 14 consist of three sub-profiles# namely an aluminium .inner sub-profile 19# a .portion of which forms the first leg 16# an aluminium outer sub* profile 20# a portion of which farms the second leg 17 and a plastic insulation profile 22. These three subprofiles 19# 20# 22 are firmly attached to each other by means of rolling# i.e. mechanical deformation of lips on the aluminium, sub-profiles 19# 20 in order to clamp the plastic profiles 22.
The inner and outer sect ion profiles 19# 2 0 are eachprovided with an internal chamber 23.
As illustrated in figure 4# the glaring beads 15 are provided with clipping parts 21 or other fastenings in.
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is

order to attach them to the transom profiles 14, for example against the vertical leg 1? on the outside of the curtain wall 1.
As in particularly apparent from figure 5, the glazingboada 15 are provided with water drainage op?spings 24 ata ίsmall distance from the mullion profit G S 5» Such.
<.X . X V.ii inage openings 24 may additionally also he providedin one or mors other locations in the glasirm biaads 15♦Thi s depends on the length of the transoms 3>

14 are attached ts the mullionurof i* les 5 because parts of the transom profi > w Ϋ ,3
A * ,ϊ. 'i andmore specifically ’rhe first and second legs 1 £ 'S ‘ 7V f X ·? y

15 in th e recesses 25 shown in figures 7 and 11 1 n the wal Is
X» X·.' x< .y. : the lateral ■grooves. 9, 10 of the mulll·on. pre files5 andi are vertical:ly supported by the bottosn edge 27 Ofthese recesses 25« How this is achieved will be explained

20 14, sealing pieces
of 75, These sealing pieces

9, ■Λ ν' or

25 5 and 9 f

the water cannotto an underlying module 
30
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water is individually drained from each panel (or facade plane) separately.
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The transom profiles 14 are preferably equipped to drainthis water to the outside of the curtain wall 1, withthe upper side of the transom profile 14 sla ntingdownwards to the outside of the curtain wall 1,, forexample .
The raised leg 16 on the inside of the curtain wallprevents water from infiltrating to the inside.
Details of these sealing pieces 28, 29 and the manner in which they are attached to the transom profiles 14 will be addressed later. These sealing pieces 28 and 29 are shown in figures 3, 9 and 10 and are preferably manufactured in a single piece by injection moulding or the like.
In order to secure the attachment of the transom profiles 14 to the mullion profiles 5, the transom profiles 14 on the inside of the second leg 17 are provided with an undercut groove 30. At one or both ends of this undercut groove 30 is a rod, in this example an aluminium slat 32 mounted in the groove 30 so that it can be slid in the groove. When mounted, the slat 32 extends beyond the undercut groove 30 with a protruding end, said end is fitted in a second groove 13 of the mullion profiles 5 and acts as a lock.
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Due to the fact that the groove 3D and the slat 32 arelocated on the inside of the outer vertical leg 17 of atransom profile 14, the transom profile 14, in its end position, nan bs locked from the inside during ths5 construction of the curtain wall 1 by sliding slat 32from a groove 30 into a groove 13 of a mullion profile 5.
The side edges 33 of the glass panels 4 are secured in 10 the lateral grooves 9, 10 of the mullion profiles 5 bybeing fitted between the outer profile 7 of the mullion profiles 5 and the vertical glaring beads 34 on the inside of curtain wall 1. In this setup, rubber gaskets33 are placed between the outer profile 7 and the glassIS panela 4, and between the vertical glaring beads 34 and the glass panels,
Glaring beads are profiles made out of a rigid materialand which serve with the aid of a gasket to accommodate20 the play between the thickness of the panels 4 and thewidth Al of the rabbet 11 or rather: to accommodate thedifferences in thickness between thicker or thinner panels. These glaring beads have a width that has to be adjusted to the thickness of the panels that are to be25 installed.
The vertical glazing beads 34 are attached to the mullionprofiles 5 by means of first attachment aids 33, used intwo variants, namely a first variant 3 nA for use in the 

30 deep lateral groove 2 and a second variant 338 for usein the shallow lateral groove 10.
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These first attachment aids 36 are PVC profiles with a profile length of approximately 3 cm, At a distance of approximately 60 cm, they are snapped onto the mullion 
5 profiles 6 and the vertical glaring beads 34 are in turnsnapped onto the first attachment aids 36.

The glaring beads 15 protrude to a certain height above the section 18 of the transom profiles 14 and togetherW with the upwardly directed leg 16 of the transom profiles14, they form a rabbet 37 for the lower' edge 39 of an uppe r g1ass paneI 4 .
The lower edge 39 of the glass panels 4 is supported by 15 glass supports 4 0 that are attached to the first leg 16of the transom profiles 14, near the mullion profiles 5, as shown in figure 5.
The lower edge 39 of the glass panels 4 is fitted between 

20 the glaring beads 15 on the outside cf the curtain wall1 and a horizontal glazing bead 42 cn the inside. There are rubber gaskets 33 inserted between the glazing beads15 and the glass panels 4 and between rhe horizontal glaring beads 4 2 and the glass panels 4, as shown in
25 figure 4.

The horizontal glazing beads 4 2 are attached to the transom profile 14 by means of second attachment aids 43 on the inside of the curtain wall I as shown in figure 
30 4.
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These second attachment aids 43 are PVC profiles with a profile length of approximately 3 cm. They are attached to the transom profiles 14 a; intervals of about 60 cm and the horizontal glazing beads 42 are snapped onto the :5 second attachment aids 43.
The upper edqe 44 of the glass panels 4 is fitted betweenthe glazing beads 15 on the outside of the curtain wall1 and another horizontal glazing bead 45 on the inside 

10 which is provided with a rubber gasket 35 and which is snapped directly onto f~e transom profile 14.
It is noted that, in some figures parts have been omitted to make other parts more visible. This is especially 15 true of figures 2 and 3, where in figure 2 mainly thesealing pieces 28, 29 arid the ends of the transomprofiles 14 are omitted, and in figure 3, mainly the glass panels 4, the vertical glazing beads 34 and the first attachment aids 36 for the vertical glazing beads 

20 34 are omitted.
:T:he wwfaeture and cenS:i::ru:bt':i:pn· ·ρί; the bd:tth:ih: pall 1 as described above is as follows.

25/ /First.,: the mullion rprcUlles: and trOw» profile^: /14are prepared. At the positions where the transom profiles 14 hid to be djOhnb-dteg: tg thd; /mdllidil /profiles·, the: mullion profiles: are provided with recesses 25, especially iii the wells: IB def ini ng: the .access /opening·
30 12 of rhe lateral· grooves 9, 10. This is shown by meansof shading in figure 6, which indicates where material 
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of the mullion profiles S is removed, for example by milling. The obtained result is shown in figure 7.
The transom, profiles 14 are also prepared. At their anus,5 a part of the transom profile 14 is milled for a length of about 11 mm. Shading indicates this part in figure 8.
These steps are normally, but not necessarily, automated and performed in a specialised workshop before the 10 profiles 3,14 are transported to the location where the curtain wall 1 is to be built.
Next, the required glass supports 40 and second .attachment aids 43 are provided in a groove routed for 

IS this purpose in the first leg 16.
Subsequently, sealing pieces 28, 23 are slid on the ends.These are shown in figures 9 and 10 and exist in two variants, i.e. a first variant 23 as shown in figure 9, 20 to be placed on the and of a transom prefile 14 intendedto be fitted into ths shallow lateral groove IQ of the mullion profiles 5 and a second, variant 20, as shown in figure 10, to be placed on the end of a transom profile 14 intended to be fitted in the deep lateral groove 9 of 

23 ths mullion profiles 5.
The pre-assembled sealing pieces 28, 29 attached to the transoms both have an upper surface 4 b formed from planes slanting to a lowest point 47 away from ths bottom 9 sor 30 10’, respectively of the grooves 9 and 10 in which thesealing pieces 28, 29 are fitted. Also, both sealing 
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pieces 28, 29 have a recess 46 for receiving the ends of the transom profiles 14 with two ridges 49 with corresponding positions and. formats relative to the Chambers 23 in the transom profiles 14.
5 These recesses 48 do not fully extend through the sealing pieces 28# 29. The walls 51 perpendicular to the transom profiles 14., i.e. the rear walls in figures 9 and 10# are completely closed. The sealing pieces 28, 2910 sealingly fit with these walls 51 against the bottom 9*and 10’ of a groove- 9 or 10 in which they have been mounted.

In top view# the sealing pieces 28# 29 are sized to fit 
15 precisely in the lateral grooves 9# 10.

Both sealing pieces 28# 25 are also provided with air chambers 50# wherein at the position of the air chambers 50# the outer wall is relatively thin so that the air 
20 chambers 50 are deformable.

The sealing pieces 28 according to the first variant, are fixed permanently onto the transom profiles 14# for example by means of glue. The sealing pieces 29 of the 25 second variant are slid onto the transom profiles .14 andare not secured further onto the transom profiles 14.
Then a previously mentioned aluminium slat 32 is fitted into the undercut groove 30 of the second leg 1'7 at both 

3© ends <sf the transom profiles 14.
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Next, the s > tx vb .sM «· V.' λ > proflies3 5 are mo antes ·ξ γ* $· sir deairedposition.
5

Hereafter, the transom p;rutiles 14:.. in an oxdentation inwhich they are rotated <shout 50* on their longitudinalaxis and in which they .«i.re not horizontal, are held in
JL 4 , as shown

10 14 ■are now brought to a
-* , with the ends being

•1 /N ths mullionof therotated around their profile
15 in the access openings

Then the transom profiles 14 are moved downwardly untilthey are in their d e s si r a d p a s i 11 o n, i. e . at the recesses
20 25 in thes mullion profiles 5. Then the transom prof!les14 are rcstated as indicated by arrow Q. The situation asshown in figure 1 2 is now reached.

The transom profiles 14 need to be rotated even further,
25 starting from the situation as shown in figure 1 7

A. ·>Α ♦Beonusa this requires relativelyused. This is 52 with a head 53 witho omp 1 erne nt a r y shape to the&

a14 and a lever 54 attached to the head
30 of the tool 52 is moved in the direction of arrow q until
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rt h& C
the transom profile14 is 29 hereby completely close the later..............·> ·* ................. ....... .......... Xa

w hex:t, the glaring beads 15 are at tached, with the gaskets35 to the sub-profile 23 of the transom, profiles 14 ontheί outside of the curtain wall. This can easily b e done
IS

4 3 intoplace, mm 5, and
Λ Ί4 3 are shifted until they arespreac out over the length of the transom profiles 14,first attachment aids 36beads their place as s hownand 14.

provided with rubber gaskets are glued onto the glass25

Ths glass frame are already35 and neoprene blocks 55 supports 46, as shown in figure 5
until they slide with an end into the second groove 13.30 They are then fixed in that position, for example with 
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a little glue or by a screw» The transom profiles 14 can now no longer separate from the mullion profiles 5»
The construction can now be provided with glass panels 

5 4.

First, a. wooden block 56 with a recess 57 for the first leg 16 is temporarily placed over the first leg 16, On top of this a glass panel 4 is placed in a slanted
10 orientation* This is illustrated in figures 15 and 16,The side edge 33 of the glass panel 4 that fits in the deep lateral groove 9 is now shuffled into this lateral groove- 9 as indicated by arrow R.
15 Next, the other side edge 33 is shuffled along the opposite mullion section 5 ss indicated by arrow S, To this end, the depth Pl of the groove 3 must be sufficient to shuffle the glass panel 4 sufficiently deep into this groove 9 with a pivotal movement of the glass panel 420 towards ths shallow groove 10 and to then shuffle the glass panel 4 to the right, so that the glass panel 4 fits w.k.h both side edges 33 about IQ mm into a groove 9 or 10,
25 Than the glass panel 4 is centered so that it fits approximately 10 mm into both lateral grooves 9, 10 end then it is lowered onto the- neoprene blocks 55, The wooden block 56 can now be removed.
30 Next, the horizontal and vertical glaring beads 34, 42,45 and their gaskets- 35 can bs applied. The glaring beads
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34, 42, 45 can simply be snapped into place along the inside of ths curtain wall 1. At the upper horizontal glaring bead 45, this is done directly onto the transomprofile 14. The lower horizontal glaring bead 42 is5 snapped onto the second attachment aids 43 and throughthis onto the transom, profile 14. The vertical glazing heads 34 are snapped unto the first attachment aids 3 6 and through this onto the mullion profile 4>
10 Now the final curtain wall 1, as shown in figures 1 to5, is built.

It is noted that, outside ef the parts where the glass supports 40 are attached and located just next to the 
15 mullion profiles 5, the transom profiles 14 have no bearing function for the glass panels 4.

If water reaches the horizontal gaskets 35 on the outside, this water is diverted to the cutside through 
2Q the drainage openings 24 into the glass frames 15 asshown in figure 5. If water gets to the vertical gaskets 35 into the .lateral grooves 9, 10, it is diverted viathe upper surfaces 46 of the sealing pieces 28 and 29 to the transom, profiles 14 and from there it is drained to 
25 the outside via the drain openings 24 in the glass fr.ames15.

If wind er other causes engender slight deformations .of the curtain wall 1, the transom p^cf las 14 can slide a 30 few millimetres into the sealing pieces 29 according tothe second, variant, which causes lass stress to the 
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curtain wall 1« Movements and deformation. can also be absorbed by rubber sealing pieces 28 and 29 without jeopardizing the waterprocfneaa of the curtain wall 1.
5 although the conetraction method described above is done from the inside, it is alec possible from, the outside, although an installation from the inside usually has advantages .

The present invention is by no means limited to the ID embodiment described as an. example and shown in the drawings,but a curtain wall according to the invention can bs realised in all kind® of variants, without departing from the scope of the invention, as defined by the claims.
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Claims.
A curtain wall U) comprising one or more mullion

5 profiles (5), one or more transcm. profiles (.14) and one or more panels (4), wherein the one or more mullion profiles (3) extend vertically, wherein the one or more transom profiles (14) are attached at right angles to the one or more mullion profiles (5), wherein the one or
10 more transom profiles {14) and the one or more mullion profiles (5) define rectangular openings, wherein the one or more panels are placed in said openings to close these openings, wherein the panels (4) are fitted with their side edges (33,39,44) in a rabbet (11, 37) of theIS mullion profiles (3) and of the transom profiles (14) with the aid of seals (35) f characterized in that the rabbets (11) in the mullions (5) have a fixed indivisible width (Al) and that the one or more panels- (4) are secured along the inside of the curtain wall (X) in the
20 mullion profiles (5) by means of first glazing beads (34) that are made from a rigid material and are provided, with an aforementioned seal and are attached to a said mullion profile (5) by means of first attachment aids (36), wherein ths first attachment aids (36) and the one25 or more of the said mullion profiles (5) are designed tc attach the first attachment aids (36) to a said mullion profile (3)., wherein the first attachment aids (36) and the first glazing beads (34) are designed tc snap the first glazing beads (34) onto the first attachment aids
30 (36) in a direction parallel to the plane of therespective panel (4).
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2«·* Curtain wall according to claim 1# characterized in that the first attachment aids (36) and the first glazing beads (34) are designed to snap the first glazing beads (34) together with the seals (35) onto the first attachment aids {36} in a direct ion parallel to the plane of the respective panel (4) <
3. - Curtain wall according to claim X or 2, characterized in that the first attachment aids (36) and the one or more aforementioned mullion profiles (5} are designed to snap the first attachment aids (36) onto a said mullion profile (5>*
4. - Curtain wall according to one of the pre cedi ng claims, characterized in that the first glazing beads (34) are made of aluminium.
5. ~ Curtain wall according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the first attachment aids (3 6) are made of plastic.
6. - Curtain wall according to any one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the first attachment aids (36) and the one or more of the said mullion profiles (S) are designed to snap the first attachment aids (36) to a said mullion profile (5) in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the respective panel (4), wherein the first attachment aids (35} and the first glazing heads (34) are designed to snap the first glazing beads (34) onto the first attachment aids (36) in a
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5

direction parallel of the respective panel
t - ,''N X. Xj recedingthe first attachment aideover only a portion oflength of the first glaring beads (34}.

Sv- Curtain wall according to one of ths preceding10 claims# characterized in that the first glaring beads (34) are each secured to a mullion profile (5) by at least two first attachment aids (36) that are spaced apart. '
si *XV.' > Curtain wall according to one of th■e precedingcla i:ms# characterised in that the one or more of thesal d m u 1lion p re f1les (5) a n d the first g(lazing beads.·· -j .> \7 are arranged such that the• first glazrn g beads (34)v- ,·» « ■X· ··>,· t against the style prof! le (5)# with their side,f ac ng away from the panel (4) in question.

f’ < Y 1 IN >'N rrl 1
Λ- XS ♦ *> <5. :Ss X-· X·· ■<■■ ·>.· .Χ ύ ν Χί arer's -*'*glass panels (4}.

23
J 7 »
.y. .χ. ψ Xa' Vd-vM tain wall according to any one of the preceding
,-y. rx X v
Xv .-X Ai· .-X ias# character lead in. that the first glaz:isg beads(34 ) are fixed to mullion profiles (3} only b}/ means of

30
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12. - Curtain wall according td one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the one or more panels (4) are fixed by means of second glaring beads (42) that are attached to a said transom profile (14I by means of5 second attachment aids (43), wherein the second attachment aids (43) and the one or more of said transom profiles (14) are adapted to attach the second attachment aids (43) to a said transom profile (.14), wherein the second attachment aids (43) and the second glaring beads 10 42) are designed to snap the second glazing beads (42)to the second attachment aids (43).
13. - Curtain wall according to claims 9 to 12, characterised in that the second glaring beads (42) are15 fixed to transom. profiles (14) only by means of second attachment aids (43).
14. - Curtain wall according to claim 12 or 13, characterized in that the secund attachment aids (43)

20 are profiles that extend over only a portion of thelength of the second glassing beads (42) and that the second glazing beads <42) are each attached to a transom profile (42), by at least two second attachment aids (43) that are spaced apart.
25 15. * Curtain wall according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the transom profiles are ^-profiles with a first vertical leg (16) directing upward and located on ths inside of the transom profile
30 (14) and a second vertical leg (17) directing downwardand located on the outside of the transom profile (14)
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arid a .hori rental section second leg*
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